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Abstract

This seminar supports researchers writing on topics related to landscape, urban studies, and
architecture through offering hands-on guidance and a safe space for peer-to-peer exchange.
The seminar participants receive guidance on how to work with fieldwork, literature reviews,
and archival research, develop arguments and narrative arcs in writing.
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Objective

Research writing can often be a solitary, arduous, and unrewarding exercise, this seminar aims
to promote peer-to-peer exchange, and offer hands-on guidance and a safe space for
researchers writing on topics related to landscape, urban studies, and architecture. The seminar
will offer guidance as to how researchers can work with fieldwork, literature reviews, and
archival research, develop arguments and narrative arcs in writing, in addition to practical tips
and tricks. While the seminar is primarily geared towards supporting doctoral researchers in the
dissertation-writing phase, it is open to all researchers regardless of where they might be in their
research provided they are in the process of developing a work of academic writing such as
research plan, a journal article, or a design manifesto.
The participants of this seminar are expected to bring a text that they would like to develop over
the course of the semester. The texts can be diverse in format and length; it can be a dissertation
or book chapter, journal or magazine article, or a research plan.
The seminar will alternate between inputs by invited guests, reading and discussion sessions,
tutorials, and peer-review. A number of invited guests from the Department and beyond will
provide a behind-the-scenes look into their writing process, discuss how they structure
arguments and organise their sources, and how they find inspiration for their writing process.
These input lectures will be alternated with thematically organised tutorial sessions structured
around the following themes: writing about fieldwork and field methods, about landscapes,
about political ecology and economy, ethnographic human and other-than-human vignettes,
about dwelling and urban space. In the first half of these tutorial sessions, the seminar
participants will discuss and debate a requisite reading followed by a writing tutorial and
feedback session based on the texts. The seminar participants can choose to present the work
developed during the seminar at the LUS Doctoral Crits organised at the end of the semester.
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Resources
The Association for Writing Across the Curriculum YouTube channel - https://wacassociation.org/
Writers: Craft & Context Journal - https://journals.shareok.org/writersccjournal
The International Writing Centers Association - https://writingcenters.org/
The Ivory Tower Boiler Room Podcast - https://ivorytowerboilerroom.com/the-ivory-tower-boiler-room-podcast/
The Pedagogue Podcast - https://www.pedagoguepodcast.com/
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